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Abstract

Building Information Modeling (BIM) adoption is significantly increasing and is highly supported by governmental bodies because it has great potential for the construction sector. Nevertheless, some firms do not know how to proceed for implementation. Many design firms have already adopted BIM, so feedback is now available: several research on BIM implementation have shown that there is a lack of understanding of implementation process and a need for guidelines. Moreover, these research work, case studies and action-research have not been cross-referenced in any significant way to deduce generic and adapted guidelines for firms that are now embracing BIM implementation. In this paper, guidelines for doing a four-phases BIM implementation plan are proposed, by referencing, cross-checking, comparing, and synthetizing case studies of BIM implementation in design firms and change management literature.
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1. Introduction

Building Information Modeling (BIM) adoption is increasing and is highly supported by governmental bodies because it has great potential for the construction sector. But BIM is not only a technical move, it’s difficult to implement and disrupts firms’ habits and practices: it is a significant organizational change. Many firms have already adopted BIM, others are much more reluctant. There are also firms who would like to implement BIM but do not have the economic opportunity to do so or do not know how to proceed [1]. Factors affecting adoption of a technology change over time as the adoption life cycle proceeds [2]: those who implement later will be more sensitive to implementation risks and more skeptical [3], it affects the implementation process [4].

Firms that implement BIM today may thus not have the same profile and motivations as those who have already done so. According to very recent surveys [5], French architects who are implementing BIM now are in “early majority” or “late majority” adopters’ category. These adopters can however benefit from innovators and early adopters experience.

The purpose of this research work is to propose reliable and generic indications (guidelines) for firms that wish to implement BIM. These guidelines are based on previous case studies found in BIM-specific and change management
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literature. In a first part, outlines of research are drawn. In a second part, BIM implementation case studies are reviewed and compared to extract similarities. In a last part, guidelines for doing a four-phase implementation plan is proposed, in line with the aforementioned elements.

2. Research outlines

In this section, outlines of the research are drawn and research is positioned in relation to others in literature on three dimensions: (1) the organizational scale, (2) the adoption process stages, (3) the type of BIM knowledge content.

2.1. Organizational scale of the research: micro level

BIM is now a competitive leverage of construction sectors all around the world. For this reason, many studies and reports have compared different counties in their BIM adoption maturity and policies [6–9]. These studies focus on the macro level. It is also possible to provide guidelines to a project team for BIM implementation (meso level), or to a firm (micro level). These three levels have clear definitions in the context of BIM; each one has a different policy maker to whom guidelines for adoption can be addressed to (Tab. 1.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Definition of the level</th>
<th>Policy-maker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACRO</td>
<td>Markets and industries</td>
<td>Governments, international institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESO</td>
<td>Projects and their teams</td>
<td>Owner, project manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO</td>
<td>Organization (firm)</td>
<td>Top management of a firm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of project teams, integrating BIM in a firm is a radical organizational change. The micro level must therefore also be subject to guidelines for implementation but has been little studied so far. Micro-level centered studies point out that:

- There is a lack of clarity in the adoption process and it is needed to provide specific support services (guidelines, frameworks) for firms who implement BIM [11–14], specifically to SMEs [12,15].
- Firm who implement need to manage change [16,17], and review their business process strategy [15]
- There is a need of studying factors that affect implementation to be able to provide adequate guidelines [12,16,18]

This paper is micro-level centered, as it aims to provide tools for firms to manage BIM implementation.

2.2. Adoption stages covered by the research: implementation and confirmation

The adoption process is composed of 5 stages (Fig. 1.). Implementation (a set of activities undertaken to deploy BIM in the firm to improve specific deliverables and workflows) is only one stage of the adoption process, and is followed by the confirmation stage (when the firm evaluates if new processes are adapted and if they can keep and improve them or have to abandon them). This research covers implementation and confirmation stages of the adoption process.

Fig. 1. adoption process ([19], adapted from [3,20])
It is needed to know what makes implementation/confirmation fail or succeed (implementation factors (Fig. 1.)) to build recommendations for firms to implement BIM [12,16,18]. Indeed, the way in which the change is implemented impacts the success of the implementation [22], hence the interest of proposing guidelines to firms. In general terms, factors that affect organizational change are: internal context, external context, characteristics of innovation, and change characteristics [19] (Fig. 1.). Yet, factors affecting implementation are rarely included on researches studying factors that affect the BIM adoption process. Very recently, a BIM adoption taxonomy which studies the impact of factors throughout the adoption process has been proposed [21] but only includes stages before DoA (Fig. 1.).

2.3. Type of BIM knowledge content proposed: guidelines for designing an implementation plan.

There are many types of documents and content whose purpose is to facilitate BIM diffusion and adoption: roadmaps, guidelines, frameworks, plans, procedures, protocols, best practice, and so on. In the BIM Knowledge Content Taxonomy (KCT) [23], these content are classified in three different categories: 1- Guidelines (descriptive and optional), 2- Protocols (prescriptive and optional), 3- Mandates (prescriptive and mandatory).

Change in an organization is not easy to form exactly as intended and change management strategies are numerous [24]. The proposed solution must therefore not be formal too much and allow firms to integrate their own context and strategy. The proposal will consequently take the form of guidelines* for helping top-management of firms to make their own implementation plan*. Guidelines for implementing BIM is different from guidelines for using it. This is similar to the distinction between installing software and using it.

- Guidelines are “a compilation of several BIM content types with the aim of providing guidance to individuals, teams or organizations” [23] (descriptive document, guide in the KCT)

- A plan is “a document describing activities to be performed, resources to be used and milestones to be reached within a defined timeframe” [23] (prescriptive document, protocol in the KCT)

3. Guidelines for BIM implementation plan: an overview

In this section, research that focused on guidelines and implementation plan for micro-level in design firms are cross-referenced to identify the main themes addressed during BIM implementation. Most of them are related to action-research and case studies. It should be mentioned that it has been difficult to collect them because of a non-homogeneous use of vocabulary in literature (implementation is used in lieu of adoption and vice-versa, and almost identical content proposals are given different names, see Appendix A). It causes Systematic Literature Review to become inoperative here. Papers have been selected throughout our work, and all concern practical BIM implementation in design firms and the organizational change that this implies. In the following sections, research have been cross-referenced on (1) aspects of change addressed, and (2) the different views and concepts raised in each study.

3.1. Overview of the aspects of change addressed

The aspects of change related to implementation addressed in literature have been listed and classified in Fig.2. into three different categories inherited from [19]:

- Dimension of change (“Dim.”): extent over time, within the company and the amount of change to be achieved.
- Involvement of people in change (“Inv.”): motivation, and people’s attitude towards change
- Deployed solutions: solutions, tools, deliverables and methods deployed to implement BIM.

Fig.2. shows that any change aspect is very largely covered, and no study cover all aspects. It supports the need of an overview and reliable guidelines for BIM implementation. Maybe the studies address only a few aspects at time because a few companies were included for each experimentation: deployed solutions were adapted to firms’ needs and not all solutions are relevant in all cases.
Fig. 2. Cross-checking table of the aspects of change (columns) integrated in different studies (lines). See appendix A to link ID with reference. Reading note: the more an aspect is discussed in detail in a research, the darker the associated cell will be (see legend). The higher the occurrence score (OS), the more the aspect has been addressed in the literature. The OS of an aspect is calculated by adding scores of all cells in columns.

Reading the table on the columns reveals aspects that are the most covered. According to occurrence scores (Fig. 2.), aspects K, P and J are highly discussed, whereas aspects B, C, A, D and H, are very little covered. In general terms, deployed solutions are more covered than dimension of change and people involvement. These two categories are indeed more conceptual, but their absence of the literature may be an indicator that we currently lack a theoretical framework to grasp implementation. Another noteworthy element is that some aspects are misapplied: risk management (U, Fig. 2.) is often applied for BIM project but it is different to apply a risk-response strategy for preventing implementation failure [25]. This table can also be used to cross-reference rows and columns, to identify the reference that can give information on a particular aspect for Tab. 2.

3.2. Different views of implementation.

The selected papers show different angles of implementation and reveal various concepts of it. In this section, implementation strategies are compared to each other to extract the concepts inherent of implementation.

Fig. 3. shows phases (in grey) of the execution plan with deliverables for each of them (text at orange arrow tips). The main phases are: observing, planning, taking action, and anchoring change. It also shows the iterative process adopted for the research (blue arrows) in each phase as a validation process. In [1], this iterative process has not only been recommended for research methodology, but to run the implementation plan as a validation process. These implementation plans (Fig. 3, App B., App. C. [1]) present very similar phases, with a diagnosis, a plan, a monitoring step, and an anchoring/dissemination phases. The proposed phases can be found and have been formalized in non-BIM-specific change management literature. It is, for example, commonly admitted that “diagnosis is the basis for action in any managed change effort” [26].
Fig. 3. Implementation plan and action-research method, adapted from [14,17].

Fig. 4. represents effectiveness during implementation phases and across time. It is a bit misleading because it doesn’t reflect the loss of effectiveness that firms experience during implementation (the learning process reduces productivity), but it expresses stabilization and progression phases (intra-firm diffusion [27] in the other models).

Fig. 5. represents relations between different contexts during implementation: it addresses micro (management, BIM committee and employees), meso (project team) and macro (external context) levels. It illustrates a continuous improvement firms are experimenting at each new project. It refers to operational learning [28] and has to be linked with other levels of learning to become organizational learning.

Fig. 6. Dissects the different components of an organization (micro-level) to identify their interactions during implementation. According to this research, there are different path for a conventional and a collaborative technology (like BIM). BIM implementation should then begin at operational level according to [30] and gradually rise upwards strategical level. It may be more a question of going back and forth between these two levels for implementation. The notion of operational learning and strategic vision is therefore also present here.

All methods are similar in process and underline complementary concepts. The importance of analysis in organizing change is underlined and confirmed by the literature on change management. Emphasis is also placed on the importance of operational learning and continuous improvement that takes place towards the end of the process. Throughout their lives, companies alternate convergent periods (incremental change activities) and radical or discontinuous change [31,32]; the presence of both change mode is here noticeable without being really made explicit.
4. Synthesis and proposal of BIM implementation guidelines for constructing an implementation plan

Guidelines for helping firms to construct their own implementation plan are here drawn, on the basis of methods compared in section 3.2 and aspects of change studied in section 3.1. It covers the implementation stage, and the beginning of the confirmation stage of the adoption process (Fig. 7.). Transition is organized into four phases, regardless of the level of BIM to be achieved, and of the context of the firm. After an initial period of disruptive change (implementation stage (diagnosis, planning and execution phases), Fig. 7.), new uses are gradually improved and the firm switches from disruptive to progressive change (confirmation stage, anchoring phases) as seen in sect. 3.2.

Each phase is detailed in two steps (Tab. 2., Fig. 8.). They are defined and connected to detailed solutions’ ID (DS ID) seen above (Fig. 2.). These solutions have to be adapted to the context of firms and maturity level to achieve.

Table 2. Guidelines for implementation in design firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>DS ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Diagnosis</td>
<td>a) observation</td>
<td>Carry out an audit in the firm to capture internal and external contexts, and change characteristics to identify goals, needs and motivations for implementation.</td>
<td>Raw information on the firm</td>
<td>K, T, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) restitution</td>
<td>Present results of the audit in an understandable way using business modeling and enterprise modelling. The analysis must include risk management to anticipate implementation failure.</td>
<td>BPMN diagram, risk management</td>
<td>N, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Planning</td>
<td>a) selection</td>
<td>Select BIM tools, collaboration tools, BIM champions (and recruitment strategy), pilot project, type of training, internal standards to be developed. Revise vision and strategy.</td>
<td>A list of tasks to be performed and planned</td>
<td>G, H, J, M, O, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) planning</td>
<td>Make a planning that integrates the elements defined in 2a; plan expenses (purchase of tool, training, recruitment…).</td>
<td>Transition calendar &amp; economic plan</td>
<td>I, L, U, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Execution</td>
<td>a) preparation</td>
<td>Purchase material. Develop internal standards (templates, workflows, graphic layout…). Integrate BIM champions in this process and produce documentation on these developed standards. Training can take place at this time. Prepare KPI metrics templates.</td>
<td>Standards + documentation on standards</td>
<td>P, Q, R, S, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) first tests</td>
<td>Carry out a first test with the BIM champions on the chosen pilot project. Use KPI metrics, report bugs to better standards.</td>
<td>metrics, improvements to be made</td>
<td>R, S, U, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anchoring</td>
<td>a) stabilization</td>
<td>Use new processes, tools and workflows on other projects. Develop an incentive policy to keep trained staff.</td>
<td>Retaining staff strategy</td>
<td>R, T, U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) continuous improvement</td>
<td>Develop new processes through use, organize a new training session, continue developing internal standards and invest new BIM uses.</td>
<td>Training, standards documentation</td>
<td>P, T, H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

Studies that focus on BIM implementation in design firms are rare and often centered on a single case study. They generally underline the lack of clarity in the adoption process, the need for providing specific support services to firms who implement BIM and a need of studying factors that affect implementation to be able to provide these adequate tools. However, these case studies have many similarities in the way the transition is conducted, also common to change management literature. The contribution of this paper are generic guidelines extracted from the comparison of these transition approaches. But these guidelines are not sufficiently developed to be usable by firms: it is necessary to complete the comprehension we have on factors that affect implementation, to propose an adaptation of these guidelines for different firms’ internal and external contexts.

Appendix A. Table 3. Various names given for BIM execution plans and guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Business Process reform</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Iterative action research stages and process</td>
<td>[14,17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Implementing successful Building Information Modeling</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Roadmap for implementation</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Structured implementation process, BIM implementation plan framework</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Steps towards implementation</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Path of strategic fit</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Migration phases</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Embedded contexts of BIM adoption / implementation contexts</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Managing change / training BIM personnel</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BIM implementation strategy</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Implementation framework</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BIM implementation approach</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Phases of BIM implementation</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Implementation method</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B. Implementation plan, adapted from [11]

Appendix C. Implementation plan, adapted from [16]
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